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Except this couldn’t be happening to me, because I was Jason Brown—I was innocent. One of the officers produced a bullhorn, while a half-dozen others approached my car in a crouch, their hands on ...
The Wrong Jason Brown
I cited her findings and sources in my own writing – a book on the First World War published ... In late 2019, our documentary, The Unremembered, was broadcast. It revealed the same shocking ...
Britain’s failure to honour black and Asian dead is a scandal of the present, not just the past
Professor David Olusoga, whose television company produced the documentary Unremembered ... “This information was in my book The World’s War in 2014 and this has not been a secret.
'Scandal' of Britain's 350,000 forgotten black and Asian war heroes
Walt Disney took a massive risk with Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. The first American full-length animated feature—and the first full-length feature to use cel animation—was one of the most ...
Every Walt Disney Animation Movie, Ranked
Since the 1989-90 school year, hundreds of girls have left their homes in different communities in the South and elsewhere to become part of the first generation of female boarding students at ...
John Shearer: Plenty Of Reminiscing At Recent Reunion For Former Baylor Girl Boarders
Prof Olusoga, whose television company produced the documentary Unremembered ... This information was in my book The World's War in 2014 and this has not been a secret. 'This information has ...
British officials 'will apologise' over claims black and Asian troops were denied gravestones
The special committee behind the investigation was established by the CWGC in 2019 after a highly-critical documentary on the issue titled Unremembered and presented by Labour MP David Lammy. To view ...
Apology over failure to honour black and Asian troops who died for Empire
Despite the top-level talent that performed at the festival, the concert went largely unremembered and, according to the opening title of the film, the footage “sat in a basement for 50 years. It has ...
Questlove’s Documentary ‘Summer of Soul’ Lands Summer Release
Take the scene where the old ghost Chicharrón dies unremembered in the Land of the Dead. It's a tear-jerking sequence, but the color palette is still just as wide (though it does lean hard into ...
How Pixar Uses Hyper-Colors to Hack Your Brain
Based on Walter Dean Myers’ novel, Monster follows Steve Harmon (Kelvin Harrison Jr.), a 17-year-old honor student whose life and future quickly unravel when he is charged with felony murder.
25 new movies that are really, seriously, finally coming out this summer
"No apology can ever make up for the indignity suffered by the unremembered,? Lammy said. "However, this apology does offer the opportunity for us as a nation to work through this ugly part of our ...
UK apologizes for racism in memorials to WWI dead
The special committee behind the investigation was established by the CWGC in 2019 after a critical documentary on the issue, titled Unremembered and presented by Labour MP David Lammy. Originally ...
'Pervasive racism' led to failure to commemorate black and Asian war casualties
The special committee behind the investigation was established by the CWGC in 2019 after a critical documentary on the issue called Unremembered and presented by Labour MP and anti-racism ...
Government apologises for failure to honour thousands of black and Asian troops
A new £7 million scheme aimed at helping independent UK films reach an international audience has been unveiled. The Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) scheme has been developed ...
New £7 million scheme aimed at helping independent film sector unveiled
Boris Johnson has said he is “deeply troubled” by failures to properly commemorate potentially hundreds of thousands of black and Asian service personnel who died fighting for the British Empire.
PM issues ‘unreserved apology’ over war graves racism finding
These measures will help manage the elevated risk of imported cases of COVID-19 and variants of concern into Canada during a time of increasing pressure on our health care system. The Government of ...
Government of Canada suspends flights from India and Pakistan
BURY, England (Reuters) - Sixteen years after she was left to die unremembered outside a labour camp in North Korea, Jihyun Park will enter the British political history books if she wins office in ...
From prison camp to ballot box: North Korean defector seeks British election win
The special committee behind the investigation was established by the CWGC in 2019 after a highly-critical documentary on the issue titled Unremembered and presented by Labour MP David Lammy.
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